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Design principle and method for shot-effect digital jacquard fabric
ZHOU Jiu , Frankie Ng
(Institute of Textiles and Clothing , The Hong Kong Polytechnic University , Hong Kong , China)
Abstract　Based on layered combination design method of digital jacquard and application of all-coloring
compound structure , this paper is devoted to the innovative designs of jacquard fabric in which a novel shot
pattern is created.An in-depth analysis was carried out on the principle of traditional shot-effect fabric , on
which the principle and method for figured shot-effect digital jacquard fabric designing was presented with a
design illustration.By using layered design method and all-coloring compound structure , togetherwith reversed
negative digital image , the fabric construction of figured shot-effect can be realized with two or four juxtaposed
color threads whose arrangement is different from traditional shot-effect fabric of contrary color threads arranged
in different direction.Besides , for the application of all-coloring structure enables color threads in fabric
construction to exhibit no-covering effect and smooth color changing , the produced fabric is capable to express
a figure shot-effect via deployment of color threads with fine luster.
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Fig.2　Design of primary weave and its all-coloring points.
(a)Primary weaveⅠ and all-coloring points;
(b)Primary weaveⅡand all-coloring points
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Fig.3　Basic weaves design on the basis of primary weave
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Fig.4　Image and final fabric of figured shot-effect digital jacquard fabric design.
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